
Robotics
REPORT SUMMARY

Machine learning and robots are increasingly able to perform complicated tasks and analyze large amounts of  data as they take on
roles that have been traditionally performed by humans, which creates disruption in traditional workflow and processes and 
introduces possible liabilities.

IMPLICATIONS
• Data needs to be complete and accurate for robot to perform 

consistently and with precision
• AI must be paired with software solutions to adapt/learn
• Traditionally been physical machines; new generation resemble humans
• Potential exposure due to incorrect, inaccurate, untimely decisions by 

robotics
• Drives out inconsistent data and decision-making, potentially improving 

compliance, eliminating errors
• RPA likely to be prevalent in insurance carrier and wholesaler operations; 

data generated provide timely information leading to quicker/better 
decisions

• Governance standards over bots will be critical as deployment and 
capabilities are increased 

• Insurance CEOs to address cultural considerations as they implement 
bots

• Leads to questions of ethics and morality

OPPORTUNITIES
• With AI, bots can analyze large amounts of data, take 

consistent action and perform continuously
• Reduction in employee expense with replacement of bot
• Reduction in commission/fees could make insurance and 

services more cost effective for buyer
• Potential enhanced personalization and customer 

experiences
• Firms can benefit from adopting robotics into claims 

management process
• Potential competitive advantage with humans and 

machines together could create more consistent, 
efficient, quality underwriting decisions

• Coverage opportunities for carriers/brokers
• Bots to perform jobs too dangerous for humans; more 

data gathering to support better risk quantification
• Possible new products/coverage enhancements with 

bots used in time-sensitive and assistance in life-
threatening situations

THREATS
• Reliance on bots may result in compromised machines which 

could have business impacts
• Potentially, lower employment rates in the unskilled labor force
• Could impact new and emerging issues such as cyber issues
• Challenges with bot and humans working together
• Disruption in traditional workflow and processes
• Potential challenges in building, maintaining and managing 

robotic processes: governance, error or bad action/decision, 
increased costs and complexities

• Data challenge for bot implementation; machines need to work 
from the right data

• Could be damaging to brand/company reputation
• Complex claims when determining cause of robot-related 

accident
• Unknown outcomes as courts grapple with many issues 

associated with ensuring accuracy, legality and fairness of AI 
decisions
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IMPLICATIONS
• The desire to minimize potential 

contamination of  products in 
manufacturing and shipping may lead 
companies to seek greater automation 
across their business. 

• Pushing to rapidly adopt automation, to 
help minimize the need for in-facility or in-
office workers, would result in initial/up-
front increased operation costs for 
businesses.

• Implementation of  new automation due to 
COVID-19 may have both positive and 
negative impacts on human safety. 

OPPORTUNITIES
• Increased automation means less human 

handling of  items and less person-to-
person contact in processing in warehouse 
environments.

• As a result of  the pandemic, many 
industries learned that certain activities 
could not be performed remotely, outside 
of  a manufacturing plant or office.

• As many companies were forced to work 
remotely, it has increased management 
awareness that many repetitive tasks do not 
need to be performed in an office. 

THREATS
• Shortage of  supply as major industrial robot 

vendors have struggled in 2020 due to an 
initial slowdown in global demand of  
industrial robots caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic.

• Increases in robotic equipment due to 
increased automation can significantly increase 
business personal property values. If  their 
policies were not updated enough, the 
insured’s personal property values may not 
have been considered at the time of  loss.
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